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1. Ravenel and Wilson [7] and Newman [6] have shown that graded Hopf 
algebras of finite type over Z(p) algebras which are polynomial algebras, and whose 
duals are polynomial algebras, are tensor products of hyperexponential Hopf 
algebras. It is a classical result (Milnor and Moore [5]) that over Q algebras they are 
tensor products of one generator polynomial algebras with primitive generator. 
If P is a set of rational integer primes, and Zp is the localization of the integers at 
P, there are bipolynomial Hopf algebras over Zp algebras which are obvious 
analogues of hyperexponential Hopf algebras. It would not be surprising if 
bipolynomial Hopf algebras over Zp algebras were tensor products of these (which 
are irreducible over Zp), but it is the primary purpose of this note to provide 
counterexamples, if P is not empty, and not a singleton. 
If P = 7r, the set of all primes, these counterexamples are polynomial algebras on 
generators which, together with 1, form a subcoalgebra. The other examples occur 
as irreducible summands in decompositions of these free commutative Hopf 
algebras over coalgebras, with suitable coefficients. 
The simplest counterexample is known to topologists as H*(BSU;Z). This 
example is important also in the study of formal groups (Shay [8]). No functorial 
parametrization of the coalgebra H*(BSU;R) or equivalently, the polynomial 
subalgebra H,(BSU;R) of H.(BU;R) has been available, except over Ztp) 
algebras (Kochman [4]). The former appears below. In the language of formal 
groups, the Dieudonn6 module (Cart-module) structure of this example will be 
given, in thin disguise. Enough information isprovided for the reader to determine 
the Dieudonn6 module structure in the other examples. 
It is possible that we have made a modest contribution to the classification of 
formal groups. The examples given below are graded, connected bipolynomial 
Hopf algebras, with at most one polynomial generator in each degree. For each 
subset of rational primes, P, there are examples irreducible over Z~, (see Section 4 
for a reducibility criterion, a vast generalization of Husemoller's decomposition of
H.(BU; Ztp)), [3]). We believe that there are no other examples of this type. A 
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proof would certainly require the amount of detail in the presentation which we 
supply, and would certainly be number-theoretic in flavor. 
Graded polynomial algebras with at most one polynomial generator in each 
degree are attractive to topologists interested in modules over the Steenrod 
algebra. The intersection of these two families is not yet known for odd primes. 
These bipolynomial Hopf algebras are also candidates for module structure over 
the Dyer-Lashof algebra. We suggest hat a determination of the subfamily of our 
examples which appear as cohomology Hopf algebras of H-spaces would be 
interesting, and might lead to new approaches to more general questions. H*(BU), 
H*(BUp.,), H*(BSU), H*(BSp) are the only well known examples, to the best of 
our knowledge. 
In [8], we have provided realistic techniques for determining whether or not the 
coalgebra structure of a Hopf algebra is a product of divided power sequence 
coalgebras. For Zt~) algebras, there is slight improvement over classical methods. 
For arbitrary subrings of the rationals, localization techniques will suffice to 
establish the existence of this coalgebra structure, but they are insufficient for 
explicit description of the factor subcoalgebras. (This is the dual problem to 
selecting polynomial generators.) With good descriptions of the algebra structure 
and the primitive submodule structure as prerequisites, our techniques are, we 
believe, more powerful than any others now available. In particular, we call 
attention to the following result, which is used in the argument below: in Hopf 
algebras over Zcp) algebras, divided power sequences of length n can, it is well 
known, be extended to length n + 1 unless n is a power of p; we have shown that, in 
Hopf algebras over any commutative ring, although a divided power sequence of 
length n over a primitive may not extend, there are other divided power sequences 
of length n + 1 over the same primitive (parametrized by solutions of a diophantine 
equation, and whose terms are polynomials in the terms of the original sequence) 
unless n + 1 is a power of a rational prime. 
Notation : R is a commutative ring, Z ÷ = {0, 1, 2,...}, N = {1,2, 3,...}. 
2. Let B,,(R) = be the graded Hopf algebra which is the free commutative Hopf 
algebra over the R-coalgebra 
C = R cs ; cs > ~'~ c~ Q c, ; gr(cj) = 2jm . 
.i + i=k  +!  
As a coalgebra, B~(R) = is the internal product (tensor product) of the sub- 
coalgebras 
Ci = Rci.i;ctj > ~ Ctk@Ctl, gr(ctj)=2ijm 
j + j=k+l  
if c~.j are the polynomials defined recursively (over Z) by Cto = 1 
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(.) j Ci, j  - -  2_. Ci.j,Cq..z 
y+j"=j  
: Csl ¢~2" " " Csk. ,=£,~ r rz r2 .  . . rk 
ij = .~rlsl 
k: = 1,2, . . .  
{c,,~},~ is a basis for the primitive submodule of B,.(R)" and the coalgebras C, are 
divided power sequence coalgebras - -  duals of one generator polynomial algebras. 
For a verification of these facts, see Shay [8] or Ditters [2]. If c~; is identified with 
the signed elementary symmetric function, ( - 1)°-l)io's (X i) E 
R[X~, X~,. . .  X~,.. .]  -- R[X ~ ] C_ R[X], (*) may be interpreted as the identification 
of all Newton formulas in {R[X']},>o with appropriate Waring polynomials. 
Let B~(R) m be the quotient of B~(R) m by the Hopf ideal generated by c~, and 
A ~: B,~(R)" --> B ~(R) m the canonical surjection. As an algebra B ~(R) m is polyno- 
mial over R with generators A ~(c,)~>~, which, together with 1, form a subcoalgebra. 
From (*), it is easy to verify that {di.~},>~ is a basis of primitives for B~(R)" if 
di.~ = A ~ (c~.~) for i not a prime power and (1/p)A ~(c,,~) for i a power of prime p. 
If H is a cocommutative, coassociative graded connected Hopf algebra and each 
primitive in a basis of its free primitive submodule can be embedded in a divided 
power sequence subcoalgebra, then H is the internal product of these subcoalgeb- 
ras (and H* is polynomial). This theorem is well known for fields, but is true for any 
ring. A proof appeared in Shay [8], a modification of an argument of Dieudonn6 [1] 
for a less general result. 
Divided power sequence subcoalgebras for the primitives d~, i not a prime 
power, are quite easy to come by: A ~(C~) will do. The primitives indexed by prime 
powers cause more difficulty. We assume for the remainder of this section that 
R-  Z. Tensoring with other ground rings will give the general case. 
Suppose, for all (i, j) with ij < n and i > 1, truncated ivided power sequences, 
d~,~--> Y~r+r=s d~,rQ dw, exist with the following characteristics: 
i) if i is not a prime power, A ~(c~.j)= d~,j; 
(**)i i) A : (c i )  = a,,.j. ; 
£pdt  = i 
pt p r ime 
6=1,2  .. . .  
iii) if/~" B.,(R)7~.--> B•(R)" is the (partial) map defined by ~(cj) = d~s, for i > 1, 
then, if i is a power of prime p, /~(c~,~)= a~,.qdq,! and the family of integers 
{a,.k}pprime,~<. satisfies ap, k = 1 if k is a power of p, and E~,lkap.k p = 1 if k is not a 
power of p. 
It is important o note that fp,,(cpj, z)=fp,,p(cj.~) if pk+l j < n. As a consequence, 
fp,,÷,(cj)= fp(cp',.s), from (.). 
zl 
Applying A ~ to the equation c. > E,+s=. c, t~ c., by (**) ii), it is easily shown 
that 
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(***) A:(c,)- ~ dp,.,,d~.~...dp,.,~ a> ~ dp./~dp:,. 
~Pfft = n 
PI pr ime j + k = n/p 
k =2,3  .. . .  
From (**) iii), if the divided power sequence {dp.j}/-o.L2....(,/p)-i can be extended by 
dp,,/p, and fp also designates the extended map, fp(cpk,~Zpk+,)= dpk*,,,/p,+, extends 
{d, 
If extensions dp,~/p are chosen for all primes p dividing n except the least, po, 
subtract hem from the left hand side of (***) to define dpo.,/po. All specifics of (**) i), 
ii) and iii) are extended easily to cases (i, j)  with ij <~ n, another inductive step is 
complete. 
It remains only to show that there are extensions dp,,/p for p prime. 
In Shay [8], it is shown that, if a primitive can be embedded in a divided power 
sequence of length l - 1, it can be embedded in a divided power sequence of length 
/, usually not an extension, unless l is a prime power. 
It follows that d~,~,, can be embedded in a divided power sequence of length n/p k, 
if pk In and p is prime, unless n/p k is a prime power. This cannot happen unless n 
is a power of p (in which case we have already dispensed with the difficulty) or 
n = p'q '  for some primes p and q and integers r and s. With these exceptions, up 
through grade ran, it follows that B'~(Z) m appears to be the dual of a polynomial 
algebra, and it is an easy matter to verify that every divided power sequence in this 
range can be extended if the extension lies in the range as well. 
We have left the cases n = p'q'.  From (***), there is an indecomposable /~, 
whose diagonal image is 
Y. dp, ® + ® 
j+k  =p, - lqS  j+k  =ptqS-1 
The method of proof of the lemma, stated above, that obstructions to extensions 
occur only at prime powers, combined with the information of (**) iii), yields the 
following, without complicated reasoning: there is a decomposable Dp, whose 
diagonal image is 
a c + x,.o,,,,/,( 
l+k=p' - Iq  s ]+k=d 
d [n/p 
~--" - r - I  X , z - s  X • with xp.n/  Ounless d isapr ime power, andp p.p- +q p.q + l=O,  ensuring 
that g.c.d. (Xp.p,-,, q)= 1; similarly, there is a decomposable Dq, whose diagonal 
image is 
j+k  =p,qS-1 i+k  =8 
8[n/q 
with Xq, n/q8 = 0 unless 8 is a prime power, and p'Xq,p, + q~-I Xq, q s-! + 1 = O, ensuring 
that g.c .d . (xq.qS- , ,p)= 1. {fp(c./~.~)}i-o.l,~._,a-i is a divided power sequence with 
primit ive ap,./d dn/d., if n/d  is not a prime power, and d is a prime power. Every such 
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sequence can be extended, for its elements lie in dimensions with basic primitives 
whose divided power sequences can be extended sufficiently. A proof can be found 
in Shay [8], but the technique is standard. {fp(c¢-',s)}s=o,~....,q,-~ is the sequence 
{d,,,.s}s=o,,,2,..,.q.-~, and there is still some question as to whether or not it can be 
extended. Similarly, {fq (c./q,,i)}~=o,~ ..... _, can be extended if n/8 is not a prime power, 
but there isstill some question about {fq (c,.-,j) = d¢,s}s=oa,2.....p,-,. If v./d and A./, are 
the extensions of these sequences, and r. is the indecomposable .h.s, of (***) 
d 8 Do + Dq - r. - Y, x p../pd v./a - Y. x../q8 --- Dp.q has diagonal image 




*=~,, j j,j2 .jk P"' "" 
q S = X itit 
k =2,3  .... 
has diagonal image q~(Y~s+k=¢ dp,j ~ dp,,k) as a consequence of (*). Similarly, Kq is 
defined, a decomposable with diagonal image p'(Es+k=p,d¢, s @ de, k). Choose 
integers a and b satisfying ap'xqp.~,-,+ bq* = 1. ap'Dp.q + bKp - ax~;~,-,Kq has 
diagonal image £j+k~q, dp, j @ dp, k, and will be called dp,¢. Choose integers c and d 
• • * qS  satisfying cp'+dxeq,-,=l, d(Dpq-xp.p,- , .dp,q~)+cKq has diagonal image 
® 
Every primitive with grading ~< mn has been embedded in a sufficiently long 
divided power sequence, and it follows that each of the given sequences can be 
extended, as required. 
Briefly, we summarize as follows: 
Theorem 1. B,~ (R) = is a Hop[ algebra, whose underlying coalgebra is the product of 
divided power sequence subcoalgebras, whose divided power sequences 
{{d,,j}s=,,2,3,. }i>~ satisfy the following specifications: 
( ) X ( -1) ' - ' r2 r x,,,,=i rlr2. . . rk d,;'~ d~'~2. . d'~% = qJ~sdoa 
£rt=r 
k = 1,2 .... 
for some integer tO~.s in Z. I f  i and j are powers of the same prime, dAi = 1. I f  i is not a 
prime power, ~Oi.j = 1. l ip  is prime, tOp'.p~s = Op,+k.s for any j. I[ n is not a prime power, 
Op,.ipp = 1. 
pin 
p pr ime 
As an algebra, B~(R)" is polynomial, freely generated by 
dp, nlp. 
p prime 
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Theorem 2. There is no isomorphism 
Q B,~(R)"," --- B:(R)" .  
ot~A 
Proof. Count generators. 
3. Let M be any set of natural numbers, and let AT/be the subsemigroup of the 
natural numbers generated by M. Let B~(R) m be the quotient of B,,(R) m by the 
(Hopf) ideal generated by {C,},~M and A~:B~(R)'~--->B~(R) ~ the canonical 
surjection. As an algebra B~(R) '~ is polynomial over R with generators A ~(c,),~,~, 
which, together with 1, form a subcoalgebra. 
In a manner similar to that of Section 2, it can be shown that B~(R) m is 
bipolynomial, with one polynomial generator and one basic primitive in each 
degree indexed by an integer in mhT/. 
The special role played by the primes and prime powers above is played in these 
cases by irreducible lements of ]~t ~ integers which are in AT/but have no proper 
divisors in/~7/, and integers whose/Q divisors have greatest common divisor in/V7/. 
4. Suppose R is a Zv algebra, and M is a subset of P*={n~Nlp  In and p 
prime "/- p E P}. 
Let B~(R) m -= B~(Z~,) m @zp R, and B~(Zp) m = the quotient of B,~(Zp) m by the 
Hopf ideal generated by {c~1},~,- and by {c,},~ modulo torsion. By the methods of 
Shay [9] combined with the methods of the preceding paragraphs, it can be shown 
that B~(R) m is bipolynomial. Moreover, if P~ D P2, and R is a Zp: algebra, if 
M C_ e2, B~(R)" = @~,_p~). B Mv2(R) "v. 
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